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hi there, here comes the long awaited
activation of ms office 2008 and 2010.

for office 2016 click here. the activation
or the registration of ms office 2010

works perfectly on ms windows 2000, xp,
vista, 7, 8, and windows 10 and is

compatible with all versions of ms office
2010 activators, all-in-one office suite,
ms office home and student, ms office
personal, and ms office professional

2010 versions. the activation procedure
can be utilized on ms windows os version

6.5, 6.32, 6.3, 6.2, 6.1. the ms office
2010 activation process is now

performed via the local kms activator.
the activation of ms office 2010 is now
available for microsoft office 2010 in a

convenient manner. the kms activation is
a well-known and well-understood

concept in the world of activex but is not
covered in any great detail for regular

users. the kms activation process
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requires a few steps and an account to
download the kms file on your pc. the

kms file is an ost file which is extracted
to a folder on your pc. this kms file is the

main activator file and on this file you
can see microsoft office version

information or the use of the file up next
is the unzip or extraction of the kms file
which should bring a folder with the kms

file itself which is the main activator,
kmsm.fol file on your desktop. the

kmsm.fol file is the key to activating the
office product. this kmsm.fol file can be

activated with any version of office which
works with the latest version of office. if
you use office 2007, you may need to

use office 2005. office 2010 can be
activated with any version above the

version you have been provided. the kms
file will activate your office product. the
kms file contains information about your
office product including the product id

and product key which is included in the
kms file itself. it is this product id and

product key which is required to be able
to activate office. you should now be able

to activate your office product to get
started with the product. remember that

all this is done on your pc only and
doesn’t require a proxy or a company,

etc.
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if you want to make up your own key of
the form nnn-nnnnnnn, it seems that the
first three digits can be any number you
like while the last seven digits must add
up to a multiple of seven. a really boring

(but easy to type key) is:
111-1111111this key has been used

successfully with: backoffice 4.5 (beta 2)
flight simulator 98 (oem) liquid motion

1.0 monster truck madness office 97 pro
plus! 98 publisher 98 sql server

enterprise edition visual c++ 6.0
standard edition visual studio 6

(enterprise and pro) and 97 windows nt
word 97 i have also read that if you take
an upgrade cd key and add one to the
first set of numbers (whether three or

four digit) then the cd key will be for the
full edition. if that didn't work, try

this:465-6389583i am not sure what cd
this is from, but i am compiling a list of

all microsoft applications that this cd key
works with. it seems to have been the

standard with older cd's (95 thru 97). this
key has been used successfully with:

flight simulator 95 monster truck
madness office 98 for macintosh office

2001 for macintosh publisher 97
publisher 98 (with 0465 in first block)
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sidewinder game pad cd visual basic 4.0
enterprise visual basic 6.0a professional

edition visual c++ 4.0 and 5.0 visual
c++ 4.0 professional visual c++ 5.0

professional edition visual c++ 6.0 pro
visual studio 97 windows nt 4.0

workstation windows 95/98 plus!
windows 95 upgrade windows 98 beta 3

works 4.5 5ec8ef588b
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